
 



Why I wrote this guide 
 
Choosing the right exercise and the proper level of difficulty/ intensity/ complexity is essential 
to your practice. 
As bad as it is to waste your time, it is equally bad to overwork and end up burnt out or with 
an injury. 
 
How many times haven’t we said: “That’s it! I am going to the gym every day of the week for 
1 hour” 
A week later we quit! haha 
 
First of all we were not prepared physically or mentally to go to the gym for 1 hour, secondly 
1 hour is too much to start with mostly because we have no idea what to do, why and in 
which order and thirdly if you are training hard enough you might not even need 1 hour 
anyway. 
All of this combined along with the gym not being a habit of ours, not quite fitting our 
schedule yet, makes us give up way too soon and seal the deal with the best excuse we can 
find: 
“I am too lazy” “I don’t have time” “I am too tired” “ I am too old” and so on and so on. 
 
So we covered how you can go about and start a habit before you start a practice at the 
guide “From a tiny spark to a 2hour practice” if you didn’t read yet please go through it, it is 
long but very helpful, with tips, specific suggestions, practice recipes and lots of other 
goodies. 
 
The second very common mistake that we make is that we try the hardest of exercises, 
without taking into account our physical abilities and limitations and most importantly our 
understanding of the specifics of the exercise. 
 
I am the first to be found quilty of this! 
Why I did it..? Because I wanted fast results and I overestimated my abilities… 
 
Fast results come from choosing the most effective exercise and executing it in the most 
efficient way. 
So lets see a yoga example, because I find it hilarious plus it will prove my point 
better...haha..look: 
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If it is your first time doing yoga, and if you have never been in touch with your active self 
until now, it would probably be a bad idea to try this no matter how fast you want to improve 
your strength, balance etc… 
It will be disappointing not being able to get there and hold the position, you might actually 
get hurt, plus even if you manage to get there it will after such a physical fight that you will 
have missed any enjoyable and learning point of the process. 
Whereas if you had started from something a lot simpler you would enjoyed it more, you 
would have gotten into the idea of yoga plus you would given yourselves the chance to learn 
how YOU learn. This is a very important point that we dig into in this guide… Basically how 
through a single exercise you can potentially build a whole system for learning yoga--for our 
example--and then many other skills because it would be a system on how to learn instead 
of a system on learning yoga specifically 
 
So the idea is to optimize for time and quality.  
You are looking for the exercise/ group of exercises that in the least amount of time will give 
the best results for the level you are at now. 
As your level is going to be changing you will be adjusting the type/ level/ time spent of the 
exercises. 
 
Let’s see how we can do that! 
 

Who am I? 
Hi! 
I am Chrisa Assis, dance and fitness teacher for the City of 
Toronto. Through my classes and workshops I help great 
amounts of people understand their bodies, achieve their 
physical goals, tune into the creative little monster--we all 
hide deep inside--and shift their mental framework in order 
to reach their physical and artistic goals and become more 
expressive through movement. 
And this is where BauTanz-- Constructing Dance comes in. 
Bautanz is a construction company.  A company that 
makes the most beautiful constructions, because it 
constructs dancers! It turns people who love to dance, like 
you, into dancers, and specifically to dancers who enjoy 
every minute of every dance on the dancefloors of the 
world. 
My goal is to create the opportunity for us to experience 

our body in the moment, wake up to the details of that experience and notice how those 
details feel in our bodies and how we can share them with a partner. 
  



What you will learn in this guide 
 

Part 1: Things you can do and things you can’t do…! 
Check your physical abilities and limits before attempting any exercise. Knowing your body 
will not only keep you safe but it will help you make an informed decision when choosing an 
exercise that you allow to experience faster and safer progress 

Part 2: Le Tango des illusions: What is your level really? 
How can we define our level? When should take it a level down and when should we 
challenge ourselves for accelerated learning 

Part 3: Tango Drills… choose wisely, build firmly! 
Specific tips and suggestions for any level and how to scale 
 
(...With you very soon with the Intelligent Tango course) 


